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tion next week of Hon. M. C. Mechem
Santa Fe
Alamogordo
ibe judge of the recently created
to
district.
Seventh Judician District of New Mex- ic0.
Attorney B. M. Read in the district
court today filed a suit for H. B.
Cartwright & Brother, vs. Mrs. Pa- REMARKABLE FEAT
blo Sanchez of Dixon, Taos county,
OF PEDESTRIANISM
on an open account for $263.85.
Small Holdings Must Be Filed.
San
July 15. When Edto , Congress
Andrews ward Francisco,Weston
Delegate
today handed
Payson
writes that under no circumstances
--

ZJSJSlJ

yj"
for the

master Morgan of New York, he end- in
filing of
ed one of the most remarkable feats
.New Mexico, an extension of which of
Al- pedestrianism on record.
time to March 4, 1910, he secured. tknnirVi
Wfldtnn wao fmif Havo hoVlfnri
Claims to small holdings must there,
j
fore be filed in the office of the Sur is not downhearted.
"It was a great
veyor General by that date.
walk and but for unforseen difficulties
Notary Public Appointed.
in the mountains I would have kept
Governor Curry today appointed J.;the schedule. I am feeling fine and
R. Darnell of Elida, Roosevelt coun.,could do lt
again he said. The
j wnite-haire- d
ty, a notary public.
old man was immediately
Road
Blue Print of
recognized by the crowds as he walk-Ithe office of Territorial Engin- - ed to the postofflce about noon to
eer Vernon L. Sullivan blue prints of present his letter, ending a long
the proposed automobile road from tramp and was wildly cheered.
Farmington to Gallup were completed
today. The road will run via Simpson's, Ojo Alamo, Tsaye and Togay
"Spring, going almost directly south
for the greater part of the way and
then veering westward to Gallup.
Townships Open to Filing.
The Federal land office announces
that fractional townships 32 N, 7 E.;
24 N. 4 E. and 32 N. 4 E., are now
surveyed and plats have been filed
in the office, the lands being open
to entry under the land laws on August 24, 1909. All three townships are
located In Rio Arriba county, one on
the Los Plnos, the other on the Can- -'
jllon and the third, near Charaa.
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Fred Mnller, receiver of the Santa
Fe land office has just completed his
annual report, showing the business
done by the local office during the year
from June 11)08 to 1909. The report
is gratifyingly astonishing 'in many
ways, particularly in that it strongly
indicates that new settlers are flocking to the Territory in larger numbers
than ever. About half a million acres
have been settled in the past year by
those making homestead claims.
of the report Is the large
amount of land taken as railroad selections. Under this latter head there
were also about half a million acres.

Postmasters Appointed.
Edward W. Doane has been appointed postmaster at Baldy, Colfax county, TARIFF
AGITATION IN WAY
to succeed B. W. Gleske.
Charles B. Martin has been appointed postmaster at Luna, Socorro coun- Signs of . the Depression of
ty, to succeed W. Lee, resigned.
Past Years Are Rapidly
Santa Fe Filing on Public Lands.
Com-pan- y
The Santa Fe Pacific Railway
Fading.
is filing on 97,795 acres of public
Chaves
land with lieu land scrip in
D. ., July 15. As soon
county, eighty mile's east of Roswell as Washington,
is
tariff
"out of the way," said
the
of
in the vicinity of the new town
J. J. Hill," after calling on the PresiScott.
dent, "the country'-wiUenjoy prosequaling or 'surpassing that of
perity
2FLYNN OF COLORADO
Last
the McKinley administration.
BEST PAPKE OF ILLINOIS. month I traveled extensively throughout the west;an found unequalled ac'
Los Angeles,
July 15. In ten tivity. The! signs ;of the depression
Tounds of vicious fighting, Jim Flynn of 1907 are fast 'fading. Freight cars
of Pueblo, Colo., bested Billy Papke, will be at a premium within a few
and soon there will be no emp
of Spring Valley, 111., before tha
V
ties in the country."
;,
ciflo Athletic Club last night.

j

i

That the entire year at the land

New York, July 15. The Roosevelt
article in the Outlook today is en- titled: "Give me neither Poverty nor
Riches," and says in part: "It is to
be wished that those who preach and
practice the gospel that heaping up
richeB by the community or individual
is all and all in life should learn true
wisdom, teaching that it is well to
have neither great poverty nor great
riches. The movement to secure the
taxation of vast fortunes is a healthy
movement replacing the sullen discontent, restless and evil preparation
for revolution. The
are not a healthy development.
If
fortune rests on a basis of wrong-dointhey are more dangerous crimie
nals than the ordinary types. If
is the result of great service ren- dered, when it passes on to some one
who has not rendered the service, the
government should impose heavily
,-

-

multi-millionair-

More commuted homestead proofs aud
more final homestead proofs were recorded than in any previous year.

g

office

for-tun-

was an exceedingly busy one can be
seen from the report which follows:
Total amount of entries made in
U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
from July 1, 1908 to June 30, 1909: graded inheritance tax bearing
Number of original homestead en- heaviest on absentees."
j

the

tries 2,747; acres, 474,589.97.
Number of final homestead proofs
INVESTING IN
334; acres, 49,169.10.
Number of origiual desert applicaTAOS COUNTY
tions 148; acres, 22,156.11.
Number of final desert applications
Party of Capitalists Who Will Estab4; acres, 480.
lish National Bank Pay Santa'
Number of commuted homestead enFe a Visit.
tries 287; acres, 47,555.15.
Number of mineral applications 2;
George T. Hedges, J. H. Trewin
acres, 167.
Number of mineral entries 2; acres and W. L. Crissman of Cedar Rapids,
42.
Iowa, and Henry J. Arnold of DenNumber of soldiers additional home- ver, Colo., r re guests at the Palace.
stead applications 10; acres 367.06.'
jTfie Cedar Rapids people have re- Number of reservoir declaratory cently made large Investments in
Hands in the Taos valley and contemstatements 1 ; acres 80.
Number of coal declaratory state- plate an expediture of over
million dollars in that section.
ments 2; acres 639.64.
Mr.
Number of soldiers declaratory Hedges is the head of one of the
statements 8; acres, 1,189.15.
largest investment concerns in the
Number of railroad selections 2; state of Iowa, and one of its leading
citizens. Mr. Trewin is an attorney
acres 441,614.52.
Number of territorial selection 4; of repute and chairman Of the Educational Board, and is a warm personal
acres, 22,579.62.
friend of (Senator D. Oliver, of Iowa.
Good Showing at Roswell.
Four thousand homesteaders have Mr. Crissman is. a lawyer and capiand the' combination is said to
filed on half a million acres of land talist
of the strongest financially
one
'be
in Roosevelt, Eddy and Chavez counhas
that
entered the
Henry
ties, in Southeast New Mexico, in the J. Arnold, of Denver, Territory.
is well and fav12
to
figures
past
months, according
orably known all over Colorado and
just made public in the United States in many parts of New Mexico. He
land office at Roswell.
was instrumental in bringing these
Five hundred of these homestead- people to the Territory and was the
ers have filed under the new
agent who made the sale. He is
act. Figuring four to a family this manager of the Temple Court building
means that in three counties alone and general agent of many corporathe increase in population has been tions, syndicates and individuals. All
at least 16,000 during the 12 months. of these gentlemen are very favorably
This, of course, includes only fam- impressed with New Mexico and its
ilies that have taken up land. The in- advantages and bespeak for it great
flux of settlers is growing every advancement and development in the
near future and like all investimonth and the end of the year will very
visitors are charmed with
gating
see a phenomenal record established
Santa
Its climate and its people.
Fe,
in Eastern New Mexico.
"If the people of our country only
knew," was the pertinent remark of
Mr. Hedges, a statement well worth
CROWD LARGE AND
considering by all mediums of our adENTHUSIASTIC vertising. It is understood that these
gentlemen and associates will shortLos Angeles, Cal., July 15. The ly establish the First National Bank
largest and most enthusiastic crowd of Taos.
ever gathered here viewed the monThe New Mexican welcomes these
men to the Territory and wishes for
ster Elk parade, glittering with
floats and flashing uniforms. The them a full crop and an early ripengrand pagneant, two miles long, pass- ing of the fruits of their enterprise.
ed beneath a bower of bunting and
between walls of packed humanity. GOVERNOR OF
The Indian band of Arizona Elks, SpoNEVAEASUED
kane Lodge, costumed as Continental
CaliSouthern
of
four
lodges
soldiers,
fornia, in orange suits, representing Scandal Over Awarding Contract to
the orange belt, attracted great attenFurnishing Mansion of Executive
at Capital.
tion.
one-ha-

320-acr-

lf

WATER

$25,000
PURSE FOR BOUT

New York, July 15. An offer of a
ptjrse of $25,000 has been made by
Jack McGuigan and Harry Edwards
for a six round battle between Ket-chand Langford at Philadelphia,
on the American League grounds in

September.
JULY WHEAT ADVANCES
OVER YESTERDAY'S

St. Louis, Mo., July 15. The Missouri river reached a stage of tio.o
and is still rising and the manufacturers on the Illinois side are moving
stocks to higher ground. The levees
at. Cahokia will stand but a
slight
rise. Five thousand acres of vheat
are under water at St. Charles, Mo.,
where the river is five miles wide.
Reclamation Works Withstand Floods.
Washington, D. C, July 15. The
rivers of the West all seem to be on
the rampage, and from every section
conies reports of the "largest recorded history of stream flow." The engineers of the reclamation
service
have been anxiously watching the
gauges, as many of the large structures of the government are undergoing their first severe test.
The Colorado river at Yuma, Arizona, is discharging 150,000 second feet.
Both the Laguna dam and the levee
system are standing the strain extremely well and it is believed they
could successfully resist a flood several feet higher than the one now
passing, although it is the highest
known on that liver.
The North Piatt river in Wyoming
has been carrying more than twice
the volume of water ever recorded
there before, aud many alarming
stories have been circulated concerning the safety of the Pathfinder dam
recently completed by the reclamation service. Some apprehension was
felt owing to the long continued high
water lest it should top a low point
In, the . re&ejr voir south of the dam
However, a dike was thrown across
the opening, and as the river is slowly falling the danger is now past. The
total flow of the river for the past 45
days has exceeded the normal yearly
flow of the river at that point.
The Lower Yellowstone, Shoshone,
Salt river and other streams in which
dams are under construction, have all
carried floods of unheard-o- f
volume,
but so far no serious damage has been
caused. In other sections the rivers
and canals are bank-ful- l
and the outlook for heavy crops throughout the
West is very bright.

SQUABBLE OF FEDERATION OF MINERS
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Others of the Flotilla A Vast Increase is Shown Does Not Believe in Fortunes The Manufacturers in Illinois With Pavne H (tSiimmnn
in Commoted and Final
for Those Who Have
ed to White House for
Collided But Without
Moving Stock to Higher
Homestead Proofs.
Not Earned !piem.
Loss of Life.
Ground.
Confernc.

London, Jnly, 15. The wireless re- next Tuesday on, Governor
that submarine torpedo boat C
Curry will be pretty much on the go P"s
until the end of the month. Next collision with an unknown steamship.
Tuesday he leaves for Mountainafr Another submarine C 17 was damaged
where he will address the Chautauqua in a collision but the crew was
assembly on Wednesday, returning to saved.
Santa Fe on Thursday. On Friday
Only Three Saved.
he will leave with Laud CommissionJuly 15. The British subCromer,
er R. P. Ervien, Territorial Engineer marine C 11 was sunk last night by
Ternon L. Sullivan and Frank P. the steamer Eddystone, four miles
Sturges, who will represent the New .
Halnalinl.n . UtrhtaMn
Th,
Mexican on ,a Good Roads trip to Bar,
crew
ton via Mora. Saturday will be spen Lleutenant BrokJe and Wa,u
d
at Las Vegas to inspect the Na lonal one
er
Guard encampment and to examine
of ej M
Bonayenture with a flotm
the Scenic Highway to El Porven . submarines were
proceeding B0th
in the evening, July 25, a start w
n
ran among the
Eddystone
be made for Mora where Sunday will
On
be spen
Monday morning the;
immediately. C 16
.party will eave Mora for Watrous
endeavoring to
to
and thence
Springer arming there
there were
in the afternoon. Governor Curry
"wrecking tugs were
.
trus-of
the
will attend a meeting
8ummoned and lt , h ed tnat the
tees of the New Mexico Reform! 11 can
be raised immediately.
School and in the evening will leave jC
Springer for Raton. On Tuesday eve- ning, July 28, the party will leave Ra-- ! ANDREWS INTRODUCES
ton for Santa Fe. On July 30, GovTWO MEASURES
ernor Curry will leave for El Rito, Rio
to
Arriba county,
attend
meeting
One For a Bridge Over the Rio Grande
of the trustees of the Spanish-Amer- and the Other Over the
lean Normal School. This will be his
Red River,
first visit to Rio Arriba county since
he is Governor. Early in August, a
trip will be taken to Roswell via the special to The New Mexican,
automo- proposed Carrizozo-Roswel- l
Wasnington, D. C. July 15.
toad.
gate w H Andrews today introduced
Mechem Sure of Confirmation.
a bill appropriating $30,000 for a
Curry today received a liQ bridge across the Rlo Grande at
telegram from Senator Clark, chair- - iWamsley's crossing and Hot Springs
man of the Senate cottimittee on Ju-;Taog county , ani other bill
saying that the confirmation!
$
for a bridge across the
f Hon. M. C. Mechem to be judge
of the seventh Judicial district, isj Delegat; Cameron of Arlzona,
today
'
"cer
introduced an enabling act for Arizo- Torrance County Court Recordssimilar m Us tenor to that lntro.
A large, substantial trunk arrived
duced recently by Senator Flint o
toaay irum Aiiuuusui uu, ouuicoocu - California.
to District Clerk F. C. Wilson, conPositive assurance Is given that no

whicri; no;
vu;v
instead of the
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Nev.,

July

15.

Because

Passed and Discussion is Bitter
Over Seating of Delegate From
Michigan.

Lie is

4

Chicago, 111., July 15. July wheat
advanced to 129 on the opening:, a high
record for delivery, but declined duron proflt-taing the session to 122
Close Wheat July 123
ing.
4

.

Sept., 110

3--

k

t,

feat.
Discrimination

in Baggage

Transpor-

tation.
Washington, D. C, July 15. All dis
crimination is not forbidden hy the act
to regulate commerce, but only such
discrimination as is undue. This, in,
effect, was a decision of the Interstate
Commerce Commission announced in
the case of the Herbeck-Deme- r
Company against the Baltimore & Ohio and
the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The complainant insisted that it
was illegal for the defendant carrier
to accord transportation
to any
amount of baggage accompanying a
passenger. The defendants. In common with other railroads, transport
150 pounds of baggage on
every passenger ticket, making an excess
charge for carrying all baggage over
150 pounds in weight.

The complain

ant has traveling salesmen who carry
about 1,250 pounds of baggage, on all
over 150 pounds of which they have to

pay excess fare.
The claim was made that if the railways charged for all baggage, they
might as well reduce the charge now
made for the transportation of excess
baggage thereby benefiting the complainant It was urged that when a
railroad charged the same amount for

carrying a passenger without baggage

as it charged a passenger with 150
pounds of baggage, it was discriminating against the former in violation of
law.
The commission held that the discrimination cited was not unlawful and
that the railroads had a right to stipulate the amount of baggage to be carried by a passenger on his ticket as
personal property. The question as
to whether 150 pounds of baggage was
a reasonable amount was not considered,
Gives Colleagues a Pleasant Outing.
i

II

yesterday and lasting until
the Senate again
convenes.
His
guests are Senator Flint of California,
Carter of Montana, and Borah of
mencing

IF

TAFTA1

Idaho.

DIAZ

Cabinet Giving Attention to Arrangements

Senator Carter Sat Upon.
Washington, D. C, July 15. The
Senate was in session Monday twenty
minutes, when it adjourned until Friday. The major portion of the time
was devoted to a discussion of the

unanimous consent agreement not to
transact any business while the tariff
work was in progress.
The discussion arose over the effort
on the part of Senator Carter to have
passed a bill pertaining to the affairs
of the District of Columbia, on the
that the bill was "such a little
WILL OCCUR AT EL PASO ground
one" that no harm could result from'
Its passage. But Senators Lodge and
Culberson, standing guard over the
Executives to Clasp Hands interests of the two sides of the chamber, objected, and thus prevented the
Under Canopy Erected

defi-nit-

Chicago, 111., July 15. July wheat
reached 129 today, an advance of 21-cents over yesterday's close.
Declines Again,

after
determined the President to learn whether the sentiment
is strong enough to encompass de-

Denver, Colo., July 15. The whole
morning session of the Federation of
Miners was occupied in a contest over
seating Edward Hammond of Larium,
Michigan, he not having paid the initiation fee. It is charged that Hammond is taking advantage of his own
union and offered an I. W. W. card as
an initiation fee, hoping thereby to
Washington, D. C, July 15. Senator
give the I. W. W. another vote in the Guggenheim is host on an automobile
convention.
The lie was passed and trip to Gettysburg, Harper's Ferry and
discussion was bitter.
other nearby points of interest com-

Ponnells and Steinmetz, of Reno,
whose bid was $2,00o higher than
theirs was awarded the contract to
furnish the governor of Nevada's
mansion, the John Breuner Company,
through its attorneys, filed a suit at
Carson city against Governor
D. M. Ryan, state treasurer; J.
E. Gegers, state controller, and W. G.
Douglass, sectretary of state, as board
on Bridge.
of control commissioners,
enjoining
them from paying money to Donnells
Washington, D. C, July 15. The
and Steinmetz, for furnishing the mansion. Most of the furniture has alr- meeting of Taft and Diaz is now
assured. The President and
eady-been
placed in the mansion. Immediately on filing the papers a writ his cabinet are giving attention to
of injunction was served upon the gov- the arrangement for such a notable
ernor and his associates. The Brun- - event and exchanges of ideas are in
er company intimates that the con progress between the two executives.
tract was given to Donnells and Stein- It has been suggested that the execmetz because, the members of the utives clasp hands under the canopy
firm were of the same political affi- erected in the middle of the internaliation as the members of the capl-to- l tional bridge at El Paso or in turn
visit each other ashore,
commission.
Dick-erso-

jt

Washington. July 15. "THE PRESIDENT STANDS RIGHT WHERE
HE STOOD ALL ALONG AND WILL
INSIST UPON THE CORPORATION
TAX AMENDMENT," is the substance
of the report to the tariff conferees
by Aldrich and Payne today after a
long conference with the President
last night, being summoned to explain the rumor that the amendment
was to be dropped In conference. It
is reported and not denied that the
majority of the conferees objected to
a two per cent tax on corporations,
and the announcement tnat the administration will be satisfied with
a one per cent, did not remove tho
objections of the House
conferees
who are protesting vigorously. Rum
ors of the rejection of the amendment when returned to the conferees

,

action.
The incident served to emphasize the
understanding that no business will
be permitted in the Senate so long as
the conferees, are out, and this Is a
renewed assurance to the senators at
the sea shore that the interests of
their constituents will not be imperiled
by their remaining away.
Reduction In Express Rates.

Washington,

D. C.;

July

15.

A re-

duction in 'the rates charged by the
Well-FargExpress Company between
Denver, Phoenix, Arizona, and Inter- o

(Continued on Page

Eight)
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The Big Store

THURSDAY, JULY

Established 1856.

always kicking.

.

BROTHERS.

Every kind of pleasure
He is sure to halt.
Scowling at the children,
Growling at his wife;
Turning peace and comfort
Into constant strife.

pain when

BALLARD'S SNOW
WILL CURE
RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friodel, Dallas, Tex.
writes: "I use Ballard's Snow

meal-tim-

SHUE8-MAKIN-

$4.00 SHOES

WE BELIEVE OUR
ARE THE BEST

$4.00

SHOES ON EARTH

.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN
and jewelry as low as $10 and as high as $200.
are
Loans
strictly private. T me one month to one year. Rates are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

On notes, diamonds

17m. FARArj

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.

SIS)
3 CARS FLOUR 3
Jersey Cream
Imboden Imperial
Pansy

Iflvnwi
If 1 1
p
1 1VU1

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
Corn Meal
WEJCONTROL ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR for SANTA FE

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

I

Telephone

No. 40

CALL AJ3D SEC FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

8

Diamonds, "Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

rtit7
3. oyilL

MANUFACTURER

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

GOODS

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department
PO Box

FOR

2 19

A

HALF CENTURY

in the evening,

Phone

IN

THE

CITY.

and Recommended by

FI8CHER DRUG COMPANY

Kicking should he, pray.
Kicking while he's thinking,
Kicking while in bed;
Wonder is he'll keep on
Kicking when he's dead?
Fined for Fighting
Encarnacion
Gutierrez and E. Romero were fined
$5.00 at Las Vegas yesterday for fighting on the streets.
Death of Stock Raiser Cecilio Castillo, a well known sheep raiser, died
at his home at Anton Chico. on Tuesday, at the age of 50 years.
Lightning Damages Light Plant-Ligh- tning
on Tuesday evening damaged the plant of the Las Vegas Light
and Power Company to the extent
Found Dead in Rooming House-Aa- ron
McGee, a negro, was found dead
yesterday in his rooming house at
He dide of appendiAlbuquerque.
citis.
Reception and Ball for Governor
The Commercial Club of Las Vegas
will give a reception and ball in honor
.
...
i
ulOiluovernor jurry
upon ms visit to
the Meadom City to inspect the National Guard Encampment.
Death of Theological Student at Las
Vegas Toryeir T. Eckholdt, a theological student at the Lutheran Seminary at St. James, Minn., died yester
day at the Las Vegas Hospital, at the
age of 25 years, consumption being the
cause.
Horse Falls Through
Bridge As:
Fidel Delgado and Miguel Romero of
Las Vegas were driving over a bridge
on the Pecos, just east of Santa Fe,
their horses broke through and one of
the animals was drowned before it
could be rescued.
Scarlet Fever at Las Vegas There
are stil three scarlet fever cases at
Las Vegas and a determined effort
will be made to stamp" out the disease
that has ravaged the Meadow City
the past three years. The Las Vegas
Medical Society has appealed to the
public to help in stamping out the epidemic which is says has caused a loss
of life needlessly large.
Sandstorm at Albuquerque While
Santa Fe and surrounding country
were blessed with a delightful, cooling
rain, Albuquerque drew nothing but a
sandstorm on Tuesday. Says the Albuquerque Citizen: "Albuquerque was
visited by a fierce sandstorm that
swept down from the Manzano mountains in the east. For two hours the
wind blew, carrying clouds of dust."
New Yorker Weds Chicago Belle at
Las Vegas H. W. Garbenson, a New
York capitalist, yesterday at Las Vegas, was married to Miss Mary Austin
Capron of Chicago, by Rev. Norman
Skinner of the Presbyterian church.
The bride and groom met only re- cently at the Hermit's Lodge in the
Sangre de Cristo Range, about forty
miles east of Santa Fe, and there
amidst nynantic surroundings, acquaintance riped into love.

Everyone would be benefited by
taking Foley's Orino Laxative for
stomach and liver trouble and habituIt sweetens the
al constipation.
stomach and breath, gently stimulates
the liver and regulates the bowels
and is much superior to pills and or-dinary laxatives. Why not try Foley's
Orino Laxative today? Sold by all
druggists.

herewith are soma Tiargains ottered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Irocedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, 1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, J5; Missouri Code
Pleadings. $6; the two for $10; Adapt
ed to New Mexicc Code, Laws ol
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
Sheriff's Flexible
full leather, $3;
Cover Pocket Docket, single. $1:25;
two or more books, $1 each; New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.80 each; Compil
ation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compdla-ges- t
full
of New Mexico Reports,
Money's
50c;
Laws,
tion Mining
$6.50; full list school blanks.
The New Mexican ean (To printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock
once and you will certainly come
again. We have all the facilities for
turning out every class of work, Including one of the best binderies in

the West

TRY OUR

ml Ufa lea

Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Grain, Potatoes,

Flour, Hay,

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

H C VONTZ

DIAMONDS

la.3a.ai.et-iax-

.

RIGHT PRICES

Every Woman Will Be Interested RIGHT

GOODS

of

,,,xnr
LIU
Ken

MfcAlLAIY
JEWERELY-

If you will send your name and ad- RIGHT SERVICE
dress we will mail you FREE a packCUT GLASS, CHINA AND
age of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF- ,
346
Francisco
San
Street, Santa Fe,
cure
a certain, pleasant herb
for Women's ills. It is a reliable regIf you have
ulator and
pains in the back, Urinary, Bladder
or Kidney trouble, use this pleasant
union of aromatic herbs, roots and
leaves. All Druggists sell it, 50 cents,
or address The Mother Gray Co., Le

WATCHES
Eye

Tetted and

Fitted

-

OOK
PHARMACY
PHONE NO 218

te

Method.,

SILVERWARE.

never-failin-

Roy, N. Y.

FRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK
Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

D. M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice
CEMENT WORK' a SPECIALTY

SKIPPING THE BAD ONES

YOU CANT MAKE A MISTAKE

SEE

DUDR0W
FOR

BY BUYING YOUR

GARDEN TOOLS &
POULTRY WETTING

SCREEN DOORS

Doors From

OF US
Our Goods and Prices are Right
LAWN MOWERS AND LAWN SPRINKLERS

Phone
No 14

w

Up.

FOR THE TOILET AND NURSERY

Sauibbs Talcum
The Purest impalpable

By

N. M.

HARDWARE CO.

3C

AT'

36

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

Sold

1

JEWELER

dry

ST. LOUIS. MO.

$500.

Phone 10a
6tore in Santa Fe.

San Francisco Street.
The largest and the only

Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
It relieves burns andscalds.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

Kicking in the morning,
Kicking all the day;
Kicking

LESALE & RE

LINIMENT

Kicking every
Glaring at the meat;
Often he is saymg:
"Nothing fit to eat;"
Kicking wlfen he's reading,
Grumbling at the light;
Now and then denouncing
Everything in sight.
Let us ask you why pay $3.50 for. pair of shoes, when
one pair of our
it will require three pair to wear as loud as for
$5.00.
It is
pay $5.00 when we ran duplicate the Shoe
narable and your feet as well as your pocket will suffer. You will find in.our
UOOJJ
TO
$4.00 Shoes every jVOINTKNOVV

COMPANY

Why suffer with

Kicking if the weather
Happens to be dry;
Kicking when the rain is
Tumbling from the sky.
Kicking in the summer
Heat has then no charm;
Kicking in the winter
Then he'd have it warm.

IMVW
$5.00 kind. WHY.

Incorporated 1903

SELIGMAI

Kicking in the morning,
Kicking all the day;
Kicking if he's busy,
Kicking at delay;
Thus the chronic kicker
Fills his life with woes,
Frowning, grumbling, wrangling,
Everywhere he goes.
Nothing ever suits him,
Always finding fault;

"fclSMJIfli

1909.

15,

Talcum Powder Hade

AT

ZOOK'S
PHONE NO. 213
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OVERTAXED.
LAND SEEKERS
Hundreds of Santa Fe Readers Know
ARRIVE AT DURANGO
What it Means.
U. S. Land Office
The kidneys are overtaxed;
Many Applicants For Carey Act Land
Have too much to do.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 15, 1909.
Drawing at San Ignacio Near
Notice 1b hereby given that Sefe-rin- o
They tell about it in many aches and
New Mexico Boundary.
Vigil of Santa Fe, N. M., who, pains
Colo., July 15. With InDurango,
on July 26, 1904, made Homestead
Backache, sideache, headache.
trains
fully 500 people have
coming
No. 7992, for E
Entry (010493)
Early symptoms of kidney Ills.
for. the land drawing
arrived
.
4 -t
1 TT7 . . . ft
4 J. XTTTT
1n
already
v
ovv
oeu. ia, ana
ow i , i
Urinary troubles, diabetes, Bright's under the Carey act to be held at Iglot 3, Sec. 24, Township 18 N, Range disease follow.
nacio City, 2:1 miles from here, next
10 E, N. M. P. Meridian has filed noA Santa Fe citizen tells here the
when nearly 16,000 acres
Thursday,
tice of intention to make final five way to
land will be distributed to
keep the kidneys well.
rich
of
year proof, to establish claim to the
Mrs. Bernarda R. de Escudero, 10G
"400."
land above described, before the reg- Griffin street. Santa Fe. N. M., says: the lucky
half of those that have come
Fully
ister and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., "I hold the same high opinion of for the
drawing are now on the tract
on the 28 of July, 1909.
Doan's Kidney Pills today as when fanviliaring themselves with the
Claimant names as witnesses:
I publicly recommended them in Jan- land in order to know how to select
n
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil,
uary, 1907. I then said that for about if they chance to be among the holdMontoya, Manuel Sals y Cres-51- a year I had been bothered by a dull ers of lucky numbers.
Everything
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
ache and weakness across my loins considered they are making themMANUEL R. OTERO,
and kidneys. I tired easily and any selves as comfortable as possible in
Register.
exertion brought on severe suffering tents and bunk houses that have been
with my back. Hearing Doans' Kid- erected at Ignacio City for the purThe New Mexican does printing and ney Pills highly spoken of, I was in- pose. The meals are furnished at the
jnmmn? onimi tn rna natar inrm in duced to try them. The results prov- large boarding house.
At least 200 of the visitors are in
;any of the large cities. Try our work ed beyond a doubt that Doan's Kidi
n
in uei i
All the trains up to WedDurango.
auui juu win
uiivc
come
lauuy
ney Pills live up to representations.
again. We have all the facilities for The cure and benefit this remedy nesday night will bring in large numturning out every class of work, in- brought has led me to praise it on bers. A special train will be run from
here to the land drawing Thursday
cluding one of the best binderies in more than one occasion."
morning at 8 o'clock and will return
the West.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 here in the evening. In case the drawCo., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Milburing Is not completed the first day, it
It Is an admitted fact that rea.
New York, sole agents for the United will be finished Friday.
n a tit a a
,i t h
a
States.
anm a i tti
an ann
w Tin
uu Tnai
uuuuwaa
Only the holders of about the first
uici vuauui
juacu
Remember the name Doan's and 400 numbers drawn will be included
tRAT that niilnlroat anrl Haat vaanlfa aA
in the lucky ones. The tract has been
obtained by advertising la the New take no other.
divided into
Mexican.
plats. The gov
ernment has endeavored to include
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Automobile only such land as can be irrigated and
Connection made wit
line at Torrance for Roswell dally, 011 plats that do not include a full 40
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- acres, water will have to be paid for
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell only in proportion to the acreage.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arTHE
PRIZES FOR THE
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance BASEBALL TOURAMENT
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- Territorial Fair Association at Albumobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
querque Publishes Rules Which
Must Be Observed.
manager, Automobile Line.
First prize $750; second prize $500;
Peace.
third prize $250.
The terrible Itching and smarting,
1. No town can be
incident to certain skin diseases, is al- more than one club. represented by
;The
most instantly allayed by applying
2. There will be 'no entrance fee.
25
For all Coughs and Colds,
Chamberlain's Srlve.
Prince,
3. Clubs playing in this series of
cents. For sale by all druggists.
Diarrhoea, both in children and
games will be limited to Arizona;
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
New Mexico, El Paso, Texas, and
The New Mexican Printing comStomach Complaints.
Colorado.
Trinidad,
pany has on hand a large supply of
There is no more efficient
4. Players must have lived contin
pads' and tablets suitable for school
Liniment and Medicated Oil
in the above named district
work, the desk, and also for lawyers uously
than the INTERNATIONAL.
at
least
for
sixty (60) days previous
and merchants; good everywhere.
to
October
11,
1909, and the manager
5
them
book
will
We
at cents in
sell
must
of
each
club
be prepared to subform.
stantiate this fact.
5. The management will
These remedies con be found
arrange
A book on Rheumatism, by Dr.
Shoop, of Racine, Wis., tells some the time and order of playing, will
For Sale by all Drugglata and
plain truths, and in a plain and prao arrange for an umpire, and will be the
Dealers in Medicinal
tical way. Get this booklet and a final arbiter in all disputed questions
free trial treatment of Dr. Shoop"s that may arise.
6. All games will be played under
Rheumatic Remedy for some disheartNational
League rules.
In
ened sufferer
your vicinity. Make
Compounded Solely, By
7. All entries must be filed with
a grateful and appreciative friend of
THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO
some one who Is discouraged because the superintendent not later than
of the failures of others to help him October 4, 1909, and a list ofa the
OF NEW MEXICO.
Help me to make this test, and I'll names of all players in each club parIn the tournament must be
certainly help your suffering friend, ticipating
Central New Mexico.
the management by 9
furnished
s
Stripling-BurrowSold at
Co.
o'clock Monday morning, October 16,

(Homestead Entry No. 7992.)
Notice for Publication.
Department or tne interior,

2
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GET TO USING

They

Best

Are

1909.

I'

TODAY

IS YOUR
LAST
CHANCE

JOY KILLS
AGED WOMAN
Had Not Seen Her Son For Twenty
Years and His Home Coming
Proved Fatal to Her.

CRUSHED TO

.

DEATH BY SAFE
I

II

Mexican Laborer Pinioned Under Six
Hundred Pounds of Metal and
Dies Soon After at Hospital.
El Paso, Tex., July 15. Sculano
Voiles, a Mexican laborer, was seriously injured when a safe fell 011 him
El Paso street, and. at
at
Hotel Dieu, where he was imme
diately taken, he died last night.
The man, together with others, was
enzaeed in moving a large safe from
the second floor of the building to the
new Hoffocker building on San Fran
cisco stret when one of the supports
gave way and the 600 pound safe fell,
striking him on the right side and
pinioning him to the ground. A doctor
was immediately called and the patrol
wagon was summoned from the police
station, whither the man was
514-So-

uth

t-

iDt'H

-'

A

ALBUQUERQUE

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in numbers.

E SCHOOLS
I

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
I Education,
Preparatory
I

rVsuuiiiici-vim.

'ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

UlSTTV ERSITY

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

El Paso, Texas, July 15. This is
the open season for conscience fund
letters to the El Paso custom house.
Harry Lane, assistant deputy collector of customs received the second one, within a week. The letter
which came this afternoon was the
first one ever received at the custom
house to which the name and address
of the conscience stricken person, was
signed. The letter reads:
Spokane, Wash., July 6.
Custom House Officers.
El Paso, Texas.
Dear Sir Enclosed find $5. I came
through El Paso in 1898 in August and
had $7 worth of Mexican draw work
in my possession upon which I did not
pay duty.
Knowing that Jesus is coming again
very soon, I wish to make reparation
for this sin.
Please send receipt and oblige.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express!

General Express Forwarders
TO- -

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

LIVERY STABLE
PINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SIN6LE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

HAS. CLOSSON.

"No-Drip-

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
ARTS

"No-Drip-

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
IU for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
11 College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vii; and Electrical .Engineering and it Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and

1

Agricul-

ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many
opportunities
for self support,
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
,

W. E.

W. WILLkON,

Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respec-

MAX GARDENER

306

lAl

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Woman Fears the Judgment So Pays
Customs Duty She Had
Withheld.

n

Illustrated catalogue
Superintendent

"JESUS IS COMING
SO I'LL PAY UP

Wide-Ope-

stor

Fllyau
For particulars and
COL,

and
Chamberlain's
Coltc, Cholera
Have
Would
Diarrhoea Remedy
Saved Him $100,00.
"In 1902 I had a very severe attack
of diarrhoea," says It. N. Farrar of
Cat Island, La., "For several weeks I D
was unable to do anything. On March
IS, 1907, I had a similar attack, and
took Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy which gave
me prompt relief. I consider it one
of the best medicines of its kind in
the world, and had I used it in 1902
believe it would have saved me a hundred dollar doctor's bill. Sold by all
druggists.

and See

NEW MEXICO.

address.

y

music

ROSWELL,

"The Weet Point of the Southwest,'1
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young Q
men for colleeo or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecos Valley the garden
of
West
the
at an elevation of 3,700
spot
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or Know during session.
Eleven Officers.and instructor, all graduates from Dtar.dard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

At the emergency hospital Dr. A. II.
Butler dressed his wounds and he was
hurried to the Hotel Dieu in the patrol
wagon. His right arm was broken
above the elbow, his right shoulder
blade was crushed in and his lung
was also crushed 'and blood flowed
from his mouth.
There was little hoie for his recovery when he was taken to the hospital, where he died last night at 11
o'clock.
He is survived by a widow and child
who live at 607 South Campbell street.

with chronic throat
Sacramentao, Cal., July 15. Over- andMany people
trouble
have found comlung
joyed at the prospect of seeing her
in Foley's Honey and
fort
and
relief
son after a separation of twenty years,
Mrs. Mary Birdsall, mother of Sher- Tar as it cures stubborn coughs after
iff Birdsall of Colorado Springs, died other treatment has failed. L. M.
Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa, writes: "The
suddenly a few hours before the off- doctors
said I had consumption and I
TO GET A HIGH GRADE
icer arrived.
Hon-eBirdsall was returning from Port- got no better until I took Foley's
PIANO FOR ONLY HALF
hemorrand
the
Tar.
It
stopped
land with Victor G. Snow, accused of
and pain in my lungs and they
having forged a $500 check upon the hages
THE PRICE.
bank of Colorado are now as sound as a bullet." Sold
First National
Springs, and said by the police to be by all druggists
Come in
wanted for similar offenses at Salt
Lake, Denver, Ogden and Cheyenne,
With every piano purchase D "I shall see you at last," wired the LOCAL OPTION
IN ARIZONA
from me I will give 8 II officer to his mother. When the
message was delivered the aged worn
mouth free music lessons
an collapsed after murmuring a few Cochise County and
Bisbee
words of joy. She died
incoherent
Be
to
Saloon
Vote
First
the
May
TONIGHT
yesterday. Officers met Birdsall at
Closinn.
Open TILL
p. m.
the depot and broke the news to him
Snow was taken to the county jail,
Bisbee, Ariz., July 15. The various
and his captor went to the funeral of churches throughout Cochise county a
the mother he had come to greet.
petition addressed to the new board
of supervisors to call a special election
Any lady can get a silvered "No- - to decide whether or not Cochise counDrip" Coffee Strainer by writing Dr, ty should continue wet or become dry
Sheep, Racine, Wis. Send no money, was read and a large number of sig"
Coupon natures were obtained.
Simply ask for the
San Francisco St.
privilege, giving your name and ad'
It is only necessary to obtain 250
dress. Dr. Shoop will also send free
signatures in order to make the callhis new and very interesting little ing of the election compulsory on the
book describing Dr. Shoop's Health
part of the board of supervisors. The
Coffee, that it requires an expert to drys are making no statement regard
tell the difference. And neither Is ing their
strength in the county and
there a grain of real coffee In it. the wets are
claiming that they will
Made from pure toasted grains, malt be able to otbain an
easy victory,
and nuts, Its flavor and taste Is ex- nevertheless
seem to be greatly
they
boilceedingly gratifying. No tedious
worried over the outlook.
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC
ing either. "Made in a minute." says
Dr. Shoop. Write today for the book
and
Coupon. For sale by' BIG INCREMENT
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
Frank Andrews.
IN LAND VALUES

Santa fe

New Mexico Military Institute

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex;

"

'

LIGHTNING KILLS FIVE MEN;
TWO MULES; FIRES HOUSES.
El Paso, Texas, July 15. News was
received here of .an unusual fatality
from lightning near Zacatecas, Mexico, Sunday, two men and two mules
being killed. Near Ojocaliente one
man was terribly burned. One man
was killed near Noria de los Angeles
and Pascual Savedra and his sop were
killed near Plnos. Several houses and
much timber were also destroyed.
Delay in taking Foley's Kidney
Remedy if you have backache, kidney
or bladder trouble, fastens the disease upon you and makes a cure more
difficult. Commence taking Foley's
Kidney Remedy today and you will
Boon be well. Why risk a serious,
r
malady? Sold by all druggists.
;

527 San

Indian ana

ttan Wares

m

Carlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everthing in Our Line.

Nine Thousand Acre Tract Bought for
Less than Two Dollars an Acre
Sells for $225,000.
Cheyenne, Wyo July 13. The wonderful growth of values in Western
lands and the great fortunes to be
made from dealing carefully in them
Is illustrated by the sale yesterday
of 9,000 acres of land in Wyoming for
225,000, which cost Finis P. Ernest,
who sold it, less than $2 an acre.
Ernest, who is well known In Denver, being half owner of the Ernest &
Cranmer building, bought the land
several years ago from the government at grazing prices. He then sold
700 acres for enough to pay for the
entire tract, and the money received
from the sale yesterday is clear profit,

Francisco Street

3B

ONLY
of the! finest
EVER

TKS

Embroideries

SHOWN

LATEST AND

SALE

i lite Goods

ALL OP THE VERY
PATTERNS ' AND DESIGNS

IN THIS CITY.
NEWEST

,

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLIC'TED

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

A

BUILDER OF'GOOD ROADS.

After all, it is greater fame to go
down in history as the builder of
good roads than the winner of great
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
battles. At least New Mexico thinks
FRANK P. STURGESPAUL A. F. WALTER
so and will always give due praise
Editor and President.
to Governor Curry and his administraJOHN K. STAUFFER,
tion for the impetus given the construction of good roads. When a
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
man can arouse enthusiasm where
$2.75 there was indifference
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail
before, and
$ .20
Daily per week by carrier
there was
2.00 awaken energy where
Weekly,
per
year
75
where
and instal system
Daily, per month, by carrier
lethargy,
1.00
65 Weekly, six months
there was confusion, he must be a
Daily, per month, by mail
75 born leader of
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
men, a constructive
statesman in the broadest sense of
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
the term. This is what Governor
Curry has achieved in comparatively
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to short time and there is now hardly
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation a county in which some good road
building is not, progressing and there
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
are three or four great projects which
the Territory has undertaken, most
important of which is the completion
of the Scenic Highway from Santa Fe
:to the Pecos, for it marks the first
WHERE MINING PAYS.
ranking fourth for the year with $!, !,effort of the Territory to build good
The story of the revival of mining 100.000. Calumet & Hecla, which is roads and also its first failure, and
in the Mogollon district, told by au- controlled by only a few shareholders, now Governor
will, succeed
Currythoritative pen on another page, far overshadows all other companies, where his predecessors have failed.
'
should be followed by stories of re- as, a dividend payer, for since its or- Says the Raton Range:
"One of the most mountainous of
vival of mining in the ' Cochiti, the ganization in 1S71 it has paid in divi,
Jarilla, the Bromide',' the Elizabeth-town- , dends the enormous total of $108,950,-000- the commonwealths of the United
a return equivalent to 4358 per States, New Mexico, is rapidly taking
the Red River, the New Placers,
the Organ and other famous districts cent on its outstanding capital of the lead in public road building. The
of yore, not forgetting the White $2,500,000.
impetus given road building all over
The five metallurgical works report- the Territory by the making of the
Oaks and the Black Range sections,
which have produced vast amount of ing dividends for the half year have territorial highway, El Camino Real,
mineral in their palmy days but are paid $5,282,672 and since organization is one of the promising signs of the
To Governor Curry belongs
by no means exhausted as yet, says $87,780,381, a return of 414 per cent times.
on the issued $21,169,350 capitaliza- a great portion of the credit for the
the Mining World:
When 86 American mining and met- tion. Foremost among these stands road building activity, for he has
allurgical companies can pay in divi- the American Smelting and Refining worked incessantly and to good purdends during the first half of 1909 the Company, which declared $2,052,500 pose toward that end. Now practicsum of $28,443,139, it is indisputable for the half year as against $4,625,000 ally every county in the Territory
evidence that extraordinary profits during the same period in 1908. Since has begun some roadbuilding entercan be made in mining despite low its organization in 1889 the socalled prise, and in addition to the Scenic
metal prices and restricted output, "smelter trust" has paid dividends Highway which will bring the extremes of the Territory many days'
It is ascertained that these 86 corpora- amounting to the large sum of
on its $100,000,000 capitaliza- journey nearer, many lesser road
tions have been able since their organization to pay their shareholders tion, besides sharing substantial prof- plans will be carried into effect. Inin dividends the enormous total of its among its employes. National Lead dividual counties are expending large
and sums of money on road building. Col$532,026,225, a return equivalent to has paid this year $1,3291,754
175 per cent on their combined issued since organization $25,003,640, oil its fax county has spent almost $4,000
$41,405,400 capitalization.
,on the Scenic Highway, in addition
capitalization of $300,305,993.
Fourteen Canadian companies, all to the amount furnished by the TerriBesides these large dividends declared by the mines and works, there but one in the Cobalt section, paid tory. The Raton end of the Scenic
is being distributed at regular inter in the half year $3,416,567 and since Highway is the finest piece of road
vals vast profits by corporations whose their organization $11,735,436, on an building in the southwest, and from
revenue is 'obtained chiefly from the issued capitalization of $35,949,573, the standpoint of scenic beauty will
securities which they own in operat- an excellent showing considering the surpass any other road in the whole
have been nation.
ing mines and works. For instance, brief time the properties
"The people of Otero county,
operated.
five
half
the
year just closed,
during
of these securities holding corporaUnfortunately for many mining through their county commissioners,
tions paid dividends to their widely ventures a prospect that shows good have agreed to build a scenic highway,
scattered shareholders amounting to assays at surface outcrops may not, at a cost of more than $12,000.
"This morning twenty-fivaddition
Since their organization necessarily, prove to be a property
$7,801,510.
these five companies have declared in that can be depended on at depth. al convicts began work on the Scenic
dividends no less than $92,969,826, Promoters of mining properties, of Highway out of Santa Fe, and the
which is equivalent to a return of course, make much of hand samples road will be placed in repair over the
from outcrops or from shallow present route of the Pecos Forest Reover 30 per cent on the outstanding
share capital of $307,740,600. The depths and say very little about the serve. The portions of the road
Amalgamated Copper Company which lower values that are far more com- which have been built in Santa Fe
and San Miguel counties, have been
& mon.
Boston
controls the Anaconda,
The outcrops of
veins allowed to deteriorate by the people
Montana, and other valuable mines in
take
Die Butte district, and has outstanding may consist of rusty or spongy vein cf those counties, and it will
$153,887,900, in stock, paid dividends matter carrying gold in the
free considerable work by the Territory to
from January 1, 1909, to the end of state. This rusty, porous material is place these portions in good condi:
June of $2,308,318, making a grand the result of iron or copper, either of tion again. It is the intention of
total since April 1899, of $59,543,457. which may have carried gold. In the Governor Curry to push the 'building
The second largest securities holding process of weathering there has been of the road on all portions. He will
leave Santa Fe next week on a tour
corporation is the American Smelters a concentration of insoluble mateiials.
Securities Company, which is affiliated The sulphur has been oxidized to of investigation, accompanied by the
"smelter trust," sulphuric acid and washed away other members of the territorial road
with the
Engineer Vernon L.
This company's dividends for the first either as free sulphuric acid or as commission,
half of 1909 totaled $1,260,000, mak- soluble sulphates of the basic ele- Sullivan and Hon. Robert Ervein.
will come to Raton,
ing the total since organization in ments contained in the original min- These gentlemen
1899, $10,250,000, on an issued capi- eral, a portion of the iron, in the case and while here will select the route
talization of $47,000,000. The Copper of pryite, remaining behind as ferric from here south, to a connection with
of Las Vegas, which
Range Consolidated Copper Company oxide, or in tne case of copper py the road out
soon
also
will
be commenced. In an
oxwhich shows substantial
earnings rites, some copper may be left as
from shares held in other mining cor- ides or carbonates or even as native incredibly short space, of time, the
this copper. In either case there has been entire road will have been completed,
porations, has paid dividends
since
and
of
a great loss in weight, but the insol- so that a traveler may cross the Terri$767,562
organizayear
tion in 1901 of $9,214,415. Phelps, uble gold remains in a much more tory from northeast to southwest on
Dodge & Company, recently reorgan- concentrated condition than in the one of the best automobile roads in
this original mineral and, for this reason, the world. When you contrast, the
ized, has paid two dividends
each.
of
$1,112,365
surface gold assays are apt to be mis- thinly settled portions of New Mexico
year
with the populous sections of the
in
mines
leading. No idea of the value of the
The
lead
eastern
states, the beauty and utility
total dividends paid for the six ore at depth can be had until the
New Mexico road is even more
of
the
below
vein
been
has
com62
opened
of these
months of 1909, for
actually
apparent. Work on the new highway
panies announced disbursements to- sthe zone of oxidation, into the unal from Silver
City to Mogollon, is
tered
sulphides.
taling $11,836,394 and since organizato start in the next few
tion $138,602,434, a return of 79 per
The iron "blossom" or "gossan," expected The
building of this road
cent on the issued capitalization of alone is not sufficient evidence that weeks.
The Goldfield Consoli- gold will be found as not all pyrites means a great deal for the business
$192,904,748.
dated of Nevada leads m point of divi- from which it may have been formed interests of that section of Grant
dends paid in 1909, with $1,059,741 to are gold bearing, nor is it necessarily county.
"Another most important road is
its credit. The Homestake Mining an indication that important bodies of
and will be built this
contemplated
of
Dakota
South
easily copper sulphides will be found in the
Company
ranks as the foremost dividend payer zone of secondary enrichment, even year by the Territory from Carrizozo
,
among the gold mining companies of if there are surface indications of to Roswell.
"Governor Curry will go to that
the country, for it has since its or- copper.
ganization paid out in dividends
Surface signs of copper are often portion of the Territory shortly after
a return equivalent to 85 per very deceptive, especially to the in- his trip to Raton, and the road will
cent on its large outstanding capital experienced, as a very little copper be laid out George Curry will go
of $21,800,000. For the half year' just goes a great
way toward making a down in the history of this commonclosed the company has paid divi showing of brilliant stains, which, al- wealth as the 'Roadbuilding Governor
dends
Other
totaling $655,000. Tonopah, though imposing in appearance, may of the Sunshine Territory."
another Nevada property, ranks third really originate from very low grade governors have built up private enterfor the half year with $600,000 to its copper
mineral 'The experienced prises, others have built up political
,
credit, and since organization
mining man, however, may be able to machines, a number have built up
a return of 425 per cent on its appraise them at their true worth at favored portions of the Territory, but
$1,000,000 Issued capitalization. Camp a glance.
Signs of the secondary George Curry has stimulated the en
of road building all over the
Bird of Colorado ranks fourth with ores such as
glance, streaks of ox- terprise
$598,000 and since organization
ides, etc., must be sought. Then too, entire Territory, if not the whole
The great
the geological character of the rock Southwest."
on Douglas island, Alaska, while only and the results obtained on neighranking eighth for the half year with boring properties, if there are any;
The New Mexican has before it a
$250,000, has to its credit since or must be taken into consideration.
of the enabling act for Arizona
copy
ganization $10,400,000, a 208 per cent In the case of any unproven prop- introduced by Senator Flint of Calireturn on its $5,000,000 issued capi- erty, whether gold, copper, or any- fornia. It is drawn
along the fame
talization.
thing else, it is a wise precaution to lines that characterized its many pre
While leading in point of dividends explore at depth before equipping it decessors but among its new importpaid in previous years, the copper with an expensive plant.
ant features are the provisions for a
Too many hasty conclusions have grant of 3,300,000 acres of public
Companies, by reason of the low price
of the metal, now rank second as divi- been drawn from surface indications lands for the payment of the territo
dend payers, 18 of these paying out in by those who were not equipped with rial, county and all other public
the half year, $8,087,984, and since sufficient knowledge or experience to debts, and large grants of land for
state institutions and the public
organization, $268,216,311, a return of read them aright.
It must be borne in mind that a schools. The act as drafted, fixes
333 per cent on the total issued capitalization of $80,731,895.
poor surface showing does not neces- the capital at Phoenix until 1915,
United Verde, Senator Clark's Ari- sarily mean that the vein will be which is too short 'a period and should
zona property, leads for the half year poor at depth, and also that a good be at least j.930. There are granted
with $1,350,000 and has since it? or- surface showing is no guarantee of a more than 600,000 acres for river imsuccessful mine.
provements and for flood protection.
ganization In 1899 paid, mostly to SenThe act also, indirectly, bars Spanish
ator Clark, $22,897,000, a. return of
The appearance of typhoid fever at speaking inhabitants from public of
757 per cent on the outstanding
capital. Anaconda, owned by Roswell and other New Mexico towns fice unless they can read and write
the Amalgamated, ranks second for is a warning to look after sanitation, the English language. New Mexico's
the half year .with $1,200,000, and the cleaning up of filth in back and enabling act will not be Introduced
since organization in 1895, $42,300,-000- , front yards, on vacant lots and In until the December session, for notha return of 141 per cent on its alleys, around livery stables and out- ing is to be gained by doing it now,
issued capitalization of $30,000,000. houses. The loss of a single human and in the meanwhile .by studying the
Arizona Copper Company is third for life by reason of inattention to these Arizona act, some points may be ob
the year with $1,189,915 and since or details by a city administration, can served that It may be well to include
or exclude from the New Mexico bill
While only be rightly charged to it as murder.
ganization $13,570,572
-
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If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

try

lrf New

Subscribe for Jhe
andtet the news.

Subscribe for tae New Mexican.

PAUL A. F. WALTER,

r.

I
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Vice-Preside-

Secretary-Treasure-

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

Attorney-at-Law-

.

New Mexico

Santa Fe

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.

New Mexico

Las Cruces

The First National Bank
OF 8ANTA FE.

The'oldest banking institution in New Mexico. Established
is
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

in
E. C. ABBOTT,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

Practice in the District and Supreme Coarts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
RENEHAN & DAVIES.
' A. B.
E.P. Davlee,
Renehan,
'
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Mexlcd
Santa Fe

L. A. HUGHES,
Vice President.

A, H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

j

CHARLES F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

.

Land and Mining business a specialty.
New Mexico
Santa Fe
HOLT

&

SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.
New Mexico
Las Cruces

Practio

Transacts a general banking business in all its brandies.
Loans money on he most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all' tnarkets" forits customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and' makes telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transacting agency,
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executes all orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety an d
the principles ol sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

H. M. DOUGHERTY,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory. Office:

New Mexico

Socorro

WILLIAM McKEAN,

....

Attorney-at-Law-

Taos

.

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

IHJLflCEHOTEL

C. W. G. WARD,

Territorial District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora counties.
New Mexico
Las Vegas M. C.

New Mexico

Tucumcarl

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS,
C. J. Roberts,
Jesse G. Northcutt,
Attorneys-at-Law-

WILLIAM VAUGHN PROP,

One of the

Best Hotel in the West .

Cuisine and
Table Service

MECHEM,

Attorney-at-La-

e

Large Sample

Room for Com-

Unexcelled

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

.

Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trlnl'
dad, Colorado.

AMTiyRTflAV

.

$4,250,-000-

Alaska-Treadwel-

l,

ivn

EUROPEAN PLAN!

gold-bearin- g

d

$75,000

;

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
Before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Elk. Santa Fe, N. M.

IW

GEORGE 4. BARBER,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .

Practices in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
CATRON
Office:

Santa Fe

"V-

i

Proprietor

New Mexico

Lincoln County

Attorneys and

HMTtfT
J.E. LACOME,

4

& GUHTNER,

.
Catron Block.
New Mexico

Commodious Sample loom

Counsellors-at-Law-

H. R. PUTNAM,
U. 8. Court Commissioner

and

Conveyancer.
LOANS AND REAL ESTATE.
CorresDonents asking Information
concerning the Territory of New Mex
ico promptly answered
New Mexico
Texlco

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

W. A. FLEMING JONES,
Bonds and Investments.
TJ. IS. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexloi
Las Cruces
Eastern and local bank references.

THE REST.

DO

Runs on the European Plan!

IHE

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Secretary and Treasurer ol New
Mexico School of Mines.
New Mexico
Socorro

COROIMADO

HOTEL

G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.

J

OSTEOPATHY

FIRST CLASS REST AURANT

A. WHEELON

DR. CHARLES

Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for consultation. Office:
No. 103 Palace avenue. Hours: 9 to
12 a. nl, and 2 to 5 d. m. 'Phone 156.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
New Mexico
sunta v
PrintMexican
New
the
with
Office
"

ing Company.
Over1

Thirty-Fiv-

e

Years.

there was a great deal of
diarrhoea, dysentery and cholera Infantum. It was at' this time that

Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Colic,

Cholera

EUROPEAN PLAN 60o AND 7Bo
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK'

THE H OTEL

S

LADIES' DINING ROOM
SANTA!

Ft, N.

$1.60

ORMANDIE

J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.,
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER fift

I0MS

M.

',

It Iran admitted tact that real aetata, financial mm and merchants all
ay that quickest and best retfultsare
obtained by advertising fa the New

& PHOTO

SUPPLIES

e

,

RATES 60c. Up.

'

5?t?s

ccNMrioKr
iffiTH

hctel

and

Diarrhoea Remedy was first brought
into use. It proved more successful
than any other remedy or treatment,
years maintainand has for thirty-fived that record. From a small beginning Its, sale and use has extended to
every part of the United States and
to many foreign countries. Nine druggists out of ten will recommend it
when their opinion Is asked, although
they have other medicines that pay
them a greater profit. It can always
be depended upon, even In the most
severe and dangerous cases. For sale
by all druggists.

Mexican.

Electric Light, Not and
Cold Baths.

ISanta Fe, New Mexico.

Tn 1872

Chamberlain's

IN CONNECTION,

We Make

a

a ART

PICTMS

AND FBA1UNG

DEVELOPING' PRINTING

'
AND ENLARGING. V
Specialty of
Mail orders given prompt attention, 'fend for Catalogue
-

HCWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,,
510 8. Broadway. Lae Angeles.

C"'

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE
CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER
FURNITURE
PAINTING &
REPAIRING

ATTRACTIVE SIGHS
ALL KINDS & STYLES

110 Guadalupe
St.

fG FRANKLIN

IPERSONAL

W S DAVIS Caahlar.

raa!dnt,

f

FLICK
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SUITES

Morrell Law has
returned to Santa Fe from a trip to
Denver.
B. P. Knight, a Colorado Springs
traveling man, is registered at the

BANK AND

TRUST

v

ace.
Traffic

Ferrell. a traveling man from
El Paso, is calling on the trade. He is
at the Palace.
B. L. Pankey of Lamy, is here on
one of his regular visits. He is a guest
at the Claire.
C. W. Moss of El Paso, is in town
representing a clothing firm. He is at
.
the Palace.
f ..,.,-.D. D.

I It's All Matter

11

SANTA FE, N. M.

of

Hit

"'

Whether you spend all of your Income or save pare
of it. It's Just b easy to accumulate as It ta to waste
it's Mtrprlaing how
iui ti ."after J mt once put the hablt-a- nd
dollars grow once you plant the .seed;, ,$
tbe
.fat
'""
dollar will do It.
thls"banJc
- Ci"
PCTi nn account with
1 Oday, we
jayVfrtwt onall wvlngs air
counts from one dollar up, inieresi
twice a year.

ft

-

Start Tl.jl,

tuuuc

DIRECTORS
G. FRANKLIN

N. B. LAUGHLIN

FUCK

J. B. LAMY

W.S.DAVIS
R. H.HANNA.

We Can Furnish Your House
FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

in

Part

BRUSSELS AND
AXMINSTER
CARPETS

BUGS AND

TAPESTRIES,'

01

DAVENPORTS OP LATEST MAKE
WE FRAME PICTURES

AND

REPAIR

FURNITURE.

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone
No. 10

Manager

Palace.

CO.

Fu

Phone
No. 10

;(

i,

f

TR1HHBD AND UNTRIMBED

vis-

Stanley Francis of New York, a
traveling man, is stopping at the Pal-

I

$50,000.

Reduction Sale
OP

Mrs. A. II. Manby of Taos, is a
itor In Santa Fe.

Capital Stock

UNITED

MENTION

Hats, Baby Bonnets, etc.
The house that will SAVE YOU MONEY

at

EVERYTHING

MISS A. MUGLER,

The Colorado

Rational Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Phmeer

Life Insurance Go.;

of the Southwest
A M.

BER6ERE, Manager for

Santa Fe,

Catron Block

lal hue r
Q

Mexicc.

INew

N. M.

flealtl

toit

hills on the
liffdene, located among pine-cla- d
2
Pecos River.
miles fromRowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. P.

Mail Order

77""

About s rome
fcverv

DAT
riM ELJ

-

Woman living In ren- -

'

Will

ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

SOFT DRINKS

The following are suggested to the
GINGER ALR
.
liMON SODA ,

S99TJ5.?S.'"
STRAWBERRY

as something
WILD CHERRY
VANILLA

thirsty

oool

and inviting

KLONDIKE Frzz
SARSAPARRILLA
IRON BREW

COOA OOT.A

JUs Talsla Mlaa.aa.al

All drinks urn marl a
from filtered Water

NEITHER BED
at the Palace.
NOR BOARD
Mrs. John R. McFle and daughter,
Mrs. Bloom, left yesterday for Ojo
Caliente Springs, Taos county, for
Spokane, Wash., July 15. Twenty
to thirty thousand aonlications for
rest and recreation.
General H. F. Robinson, in charge farms in the Spokane, Coeur d'Alene
and Flathead reserves were mailed
of irrigation works for the Indians in
New Mexico and Arizona, is in the today. The first eager homeseekers
took their oath before notaries at
Capital on official business,
midnight. The rush has doubled the
Percy Hagerman of Colorado population of Coeur d'Alene and the
Springs is visiting his brother former question of a place to eat and sleen
at is a hard
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman
problem.
near
Roswell.
South Springs
George P. Learnard and Joseph E.
Learnard, members of an Albuquerque music house, are in town today on
tmisenss. They are stopping at the
.

Hi HE

Miss Magdalene C. Gueck, Miss
Mary Gueck, of Trumbull, Neb., and
Miss Odella Richards of Fairhury,
Neb., are in town seeing the sights.
They are guests at the Claire.
Judge Edward A. Mann has arrived
at Albuquerque to make his future

Wattn

Telephone No.

88 and have
your orderes delivered
-

Santa Fe Bottling Worka
HPNDV KRirK Proprietor

Santa Fe. New Mexico

SunmountSanatorium
AN INSTITUTION FOR THE TREATMENT

residence there. The contemplated
partnership of Mann, Bonham and Oliver, with offices at Las Cruces and Albuquerque, has heen abandoned.
Assistant Postmaster Percy F.
Knight has returned from an outing to
Bonanza, where he was a guest at the
Thomas ranch. He tells of many improvements by the Rio Grande Ranch
Company and the beauty of the ranch
which has plenty of water and grass
for the large herds of stock on it.
Judge E. C. Stimson of Denver, Col.,
who has served on the Colorado bench
and has been a candidate for governor
of the Centennial States is a visitor in
Santa Fe. He is interested in the Red
River Irrigation Company in Taos
county and today called on Governor
Curry, Land Commissioner R. P.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Sullivan and Judge John R. McFie.
Er-vie-

The Goldberg

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.

Ladies &
JtlATa IJUcjAJN KJJ
AND BLOCKED
PHONE 203 BLACK

ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 centa
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con

OF

TUBERCULOSIS
Situated in the foot hills of the mountains, one and a

half miles from the olaza. MODERATE RATF5

aux

y, SSAJNTA Dej,

new

MEXICO.

-

.'

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment
Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty
JUl

TSToxie

l
aus
ojad "be
to tbm clue of "STorlE,
208 WEST PALACE AVE.
Soa-srljaced-

Hall's Catarrh Cure

stipation.

.

,

Is

taken intern

...

s
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P"t lino a home of her own.
There Hie hundreds of thli cs
she would like to do to n nke her
w
home tiiQie confortiilile,
a tractive and pleasant Nearly
tin Ih a money silver
won'
tuny
iind she will ielpou wonderfully
io pay for a honae.

1

A. M. Jackley of Alamogordo. connected with the Sacramento Valley
Irrigation Company, arrived in town
yesterday afternoon. He is stopping
at the Claire.

Make9 this the most delightful resort in New Mexico
$1 ,501 per d"
I ETC $8.00perweek, meala 50c, Transportation from Station $1.00
S"ot SirOaer lafewaatioaa. .ddreoa
MRS. H- - E' BERGMAN

Soli-at- e,

Ask I oar Wife

Rent Money

Claire.

Good Hunting and Fishing

HARDWARE

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

District Attorney E, C. Abbott, wh6
has been at Washington, D. C, has
started for, home.
Do
Dr. G. D. DeAndre of Boston, is in
town selling a line of drugs. He is
Wp will ''ell you a very destr-nbl- e
''
hon.e on payments, which
'"."";
stopping at the Palace.
rent money will make
)our
William Ferdon, a New York drum'
f'on't wait. Begin now paying
for
your home.
mer, is calling on the merchants. He
LKT
V8 KX PLAIN OUR
is stopping at the Palace.
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP MOE. C. Stimson a Denver traveling
NEY.
man, is calling on local merchants. He
GEO. M. KIN SELL
is registered at the Palace.
294 San Francisco St.
a
of
P.
Schwaab
Milwaukee,
George
cement man, is in town on business.
He is a guest at the Palace.
MADE AN IMPOS
A. Eisen of Kansas City, is in town
ING APPEARANCE
representing a wholesale liquor firm.
He is registered at the Palace.
Santa Fe's Two Crack Companies
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-for- d
Left This Morning for Las
was in Albuquerque yesterday
Vegas.
and from there left for Bernalillo.
H. C. Jonathon and I. N. Jonathon
Headed by the band, Santa Fe's miliof Chicago, are visitors seeing the
left this morning for the encamptia
sights-- . They are guests at the Claire.
ment at Las Vegas. Two companies,
Clem Russell, a traveling man from E and F were in line. Captain Adolf
Denver, is selling hardware to local Hill was in command of Company E
dealers. He is quartered at the Pal- while First Lieutenant Grahme Frost
ace.
'commanded Company F.
Captain
Attorney H. M. Dougherty of Socor- Carlos Vierra was in charge of both
Shortly after seven this
ro has gone to Los Angeles to join his companies.
family on the Pacific coast for an out- morning the militia boys gathered at
the Armory, formed a line of march
ing.
and after parading around the plaza,
contractor and marched to the
G. A. Dahlgren,
depot where the train
builder from La Junta, Colo., is a vis- for Las Vegas was
boarded. Two full
itor in town. He is stopping at the companies is something that no other
Claire.
.
city in the Territory can boast and
- W. H.
Daniels, a traveling man from the boys made a splendid appearance,
Minneapolis, is selling to the Santa Fe arousing comment on all sides. That
trade today. He is stopping at the they will be a credit to Santa Fe at
the encampment and mean one of the
Palace.
E. C. Olp and wife of Chicago, are biggest advertisements this city ever
without saying.
Governor
visitors in town today. Mr. Olp is had, goes
was on hand when the train
Curry
a traveling salesman. They are guests
pulled out and bade the members of
at the Palace.
the two companies good bye and
Hon. Amado Chaves, attorney of Al- wished them luck.
buquerque, and formerly of this city,
is a visitor In town. He is quartered,.
J

IN

Phone No. 83

THE LEADING
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Everyone knows the quality of Kingfisher lines
WD HJVP 811 lines'
Buy!your fishing tackle of a fisher
II U Dii I U man. ' We carry everything in camp equipage and furniture.

FIRST

FIRST

COME

SERVED.

Only a few more of THOSE GOOD HAMMOCKS LEFT.
tHMHM

We

"mitf Niijjp

are sole

All Kinds ol

Mower

Lawn

Hose, nozzles

Agents (or

and

sprays

UNION LOCK

Also Window

Fence

and door

screens
SEK US BKFORK RUYIN'1 FITRNMTrftK Oil HOUSE Ft! R ISH
JUST A FEW MORB OF THOSK BARUAfX HAMMOCKS

1

GS.

Come early and

get your
This is how

pick

Monarch MalleaWe Iron

are made and put' to
gether wehave them and
everyone guaranteed.
SEE and be convinced

--

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,

FIV.

PAGE

Let 'us figure your heating and plumbing
SANITARY PLUMBING OUR SPECIALITY

m
Anything
From

BARGAIN

COMTERS

5c.

to

FLY PAPEB
CLOTHES PIXS
NEST EGGS
TOILET PAPER
SHOE POLISH
CANDLES
3 IN ONE OIL
NEW FRUIT JAR RUBBERS
FRUIT JAR CAPS
JAPANES BASKETS
PARING KNIVES

35c.
FUNNELS
CORK SCREWS
STOVE

(

LIFTERS

JELLY GLASSES
MOUSE TRAPS
CANDLE STICKS
CONDENSED BLUEING
SILVER POLISH
CLOTHES LINES
EGG WHIPS
TINWARE
rva

mei!w(t

and a thousand other small articles too numerous to mention.

NOW

(THE

IS THE TIME

THE PRICE

MAKERS

CASH ONLY

Backet

TO

tore

PUT UP Currant
Jelly
YOUR

we have the Currants
Give in your Orders

now

ftew few ftew
Is The Time To

INVEST

They Will Not Last But
Few Days More

SANTA FE REAL ESTATE
and

FRUIT RANCHES
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Dogs Must Wear Tags Every dog
is required to wear a tag and those
found without one will receive attention from the dog catcher.
for Cattfe
Arrested
Stealing
"Sheriff McGrath of Grant county, has
arrested Luz Bermudas of Pinos Altos
on the charge of cattle stealing.
Meet Friday The regular meeting
of the Woman's Auxiliary and Guild
will be held on Friday at half past
two at the rectory with Mrs. Dye.
Circle Drive Work by the convicts
on the Tesuque Circle drive is progressing finely. Mayor Jose D. Sena
is a daily visitor to the camp to
watch the work.
No Picture Show Tonight Owing
to the fact that the W. C. T. U. medal
contest will take place at the Elks'
opera house tonight, no moving picture show will be given.
Death of James W. Gillett James
W. Gillett, former merchant of Silver
City and president of the Silver City
National Bank, died at Los Angeles,
California, at the age of 48 years.
Write-Uof New Mexico In the
Pacific Monthly for September, John
of New
L. Cowan will have a write-uMexico illustrated with portraits of
men prominent in New Mexico affairs.
Will Sue Water Supply Company
The city council of Albuquerque, has
instructed the city attorney to sue the
Water Supply Company, with a view
of compelling the company to furnish
an adequate supply of water.
Board of Trade Meeting Every one
interested in the welfare of Santa Fe
is invited to attend the Board of
Trade meetin on Friday evening in the
office of the Santa Fe Water and Light.
Company.
Postponed The meeting
Meeting
with the City Council at the Commercial Club rooms on the west side of
the Plaza which was to have been
held tonight to discuss sewers, has
been postponed until Monday evening.
Pleasant Weather at El Paso Says
the El Paso Herald of the weather at
the Pass City yesterday: "The sand
was blowing at the rate of' 50 miles
an hour, mountain time." At the same
time it was 101 degrees in the shade
;
of the Weather Bureau.,
Heavy Damage Suit Against Physil,
cian In the district court at
Jesse P. Kelly and wife, Lena
Kelly, have brought suit against Drs.
D. H. Galloway,
Howard
Crutcher
and Charles Murrell for $36,100.30
damages for malpractice.
Silver City Refunds Bonds The
council of 'Silver City has accepted a
proposition of W. D. Murray to refund
$50,000, seven per cent bonds of the
city, for $50,000 five per cent bonds,
Mr. Murray to receive $1,500 for putting through the deal.
Wanted in Texas James Bonner,
alias Thomas Johnson, arrested by
the Mounted Police and in jail at Ros-weis wanted at Mobeetie, Wheeler
county, Texas, on the charge of hav
ing jumped his bond for $2,000 for
cow stealing.
Don't Miss It Do not fail to hear
the young people tonight at the Elks
opera house. We are living in a wonderful age. Great issues are before
use. The best arguments of our ablest
speakers and writers will be presented.
Train Schedules Still Bad Santa
Fe train No. 7 was annulled last evening. Train No. 1 was six hours late
and train No. 9 five hours. Train No.
3 was eight hours late
AH of these
trains were from the east and were
delayed by floods in Kansas and
Missouri.
Everybody Invited The lawn social
next Friday evening at the residence
s'
of Mrs. J. A. Rolls, given by the
Aid Society of the Presbyterian
church promises to be an enjoyable
affair. Refreshments will be served
and there will be music during the
evening. Everybody invited.
Break Jail at Clovis "Top" Wilson
and a native, with many aliases.
broke out of the Curry county jail at
Clovis, by sawing the bars with a
steel saw. Both are charged with
having robbed a freight car, and both
some time ago escaped from jail at
Portales, Roosevelt county, but were
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Contest for Truth None cease
to rise but those cease to climb. Attend our medal contest.
Automobile for Hire Today an
"Automobile for hire" made its appearance on the Plaza, to compete
We
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WE ARE STILL SELLING
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CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE

BY THE SACK AT

PRICE

BETTER

A

Your money back if you can
buy better at any price than
Belle Spring Creamery

30

Butter

c

PREMIER, BARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA

AND SIEbTA 40c a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
There is no Coffee to equal the above for
the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
I
return it to us and we will cheerfully refund your money

T

Just
Right
Phone No. 4.

Ros-wel-

your dealing with us
if
anything is not just
satisfactory,
right let us know and we make it right.
You will find you

F. Andrews,

Phone

No.

4.

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

$4,50 per ton
"
5.25
6.00

Screened Raton Lump
i' . Monero "
Cerrlllos "

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

ll

d

Sawed Wood and Kindling

L

All

Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Not

A.

T,

A ii. F.

Phon

Dpot

No. 81, Office Garfield

Atmim,

DUDROW & MOISTENED
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

Wo-man-

EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
106

Palac

Hall.
X

K
to
to
to.
m

Avrtu. Elk"

X

X

X

to
to
to

K

X

NIht1M Hou.

X

X

X

X

X

NAVAJO AND

C

OIGELINEO

w
m

142.

Tltphon

CHIMAYO
BLANKETS

w
to
to
to
to
to

to

Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices

to

SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS

to

FOR FIVE CENTS

to

All Ladies who visit the store will receive a free souvenir
- We will
shortly have in a fullline of
Mexican 8traw Hats at 50cts. each

to

to

Proprietor.

30I 303 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

to
to Brounoff.

to

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S. CANDELARIO

to

to

to

'.to

to

to
N, M,

recaptured.
- Soft Water Artesian Well
Aivesiau'
Well Supervisor Byron O. Beall of
Chaves county reports a freak well on
the farm of John Hodges near Lake
Arthur. The well is down 1,300 feet
and flows soft water while other artesian wells flow hard water. The
well is located in the vicinity
of
wells having more or less salty and
sulphurous characteristics.
Presented Ring' to Judge Mann A
number of Judge Edward A. Mann's
friends' surprised him by calling at
his home at Alamogordo on Monday
evening ana presenting mm with, a
beautiful diamond ring. The pre
sentation speech was made by M.

to

The judge replied in Ms
usual happy manner.
Showers Tonight ana Tomorrow'
So at least predicts
the Weather
The showers predicted for
Bureau.
last night came but fell almost altogether in the mountains in the direc
tion of the upper Pecos, where the
fall must have been heavy. In the
to
city, the precipitation amounted
.

only .01 of an inch. The relative
humidity at six o'clock last evening
was 21 per cent; the maximum temperature yesterday was 86 degrees
and the minimum 60 degrees.
Medal
Contest Tonight At the
Elks opera house tonight will be
given the last silver contest of the
series. Four young men and Ave
young girls will speak for a great
cause. Those who do not receive a
medal will not be disappointed. They
realize the real contest is for truth
for saving homes and hearts and
souls. Tickets on sale at Fischer's
drug store. All seats reserved at 10,
20 and 30 cents.

COLORADO LAWS
NOT YET PRINTED
It' Will Cost Several Times as Much
as It Did the Territory of

New Mexico.

Denver, July 15. "Every yellow
dog I meet on the street on the way
home threatens to mandamus me;
really, I am so accustomed to that bit
of speech that I allow it to roll off
like a drop of rain. No, you can't
frighten me that way, and I refuse to
issue a warrant for $5,000 for the payment of the printing of the Session
Laws."
With his voice at high pitch and
with both fists pounding vigorously
on the surface of the table before
him, State Auditor Roady Kenehan,
excited by Governor Shaffroth's intimation of his liability to face civil
law proceedings, yesterday threw into confusion the meeting of the state
auditing board, which had been called
to make provision for the printing of
the laws enacted by the Seventeenth
General Assembly.
"Now, Roady, just take Into consid
" Governor
to
Shaffroth started
say.
"I will

not do it; that settles it,"
interrupted the exercised state audi-

tor.
"I was elected by the people of
Colorado to protect their funds, and
I am going to do it, even if I have to
face every mandamus from here to "
Kenehan didn't wait to finish his
second emphatic declaration, but, instead, he jumped to his feet and deserted the board.

CLAIM PORTION

OF EL PASO
Millions of Dollars of Real Estate May
Be Located in Mexico and Not
in Texas.
El Paso, Tex., July 15. Summoned
by the ambassador of his country, S.
F. B. Puga, the Mexican member of
the international boundary commission
left here for Washington City to attend a session of the commission, General Anson Mills being the American
member.
, It is understood the two commission
ers are called to Washington by the
state department and the Mexican am
bassador for the purpose of finally settling the contentions of the Chamisal
land grant company, that a large part
of the southern portion of the city of
The
El Paso is Mexican territory.
land involved is worth several million dollars.
Information of a private character
from Washington indicates that the
Mexican ambassador and the secretary of state after a conference with
the two commissioners and consulting
engineers, will finally settle the dis:
pute.
;

TRIAL OF WELLS
FOR MURDER
Wealthy Roswell Man Must Answer
Charge of Killing Ollie S.
Shirley.
Roswell, N. M., July 15. The trial
of W. T. Wells, the capitalist accused
of the murder of Ollie S. Shirley, as
the result of a labor controversy halted temporarily yesterday when the
regular venire of talesmen was exhausted and a special venire was ordered. Only four jurors thus far have
been accepted. That the case is being resolved into a battle between
cap'ital and labor is seen in the fact
that jurors are being questioned as
to their ability to judge testimony unaffected" by their labor leanings.
Frank W. Clancy, attorney general of
New Mexico is here by the order of
Governor Curry to aid the prosecuof
tion. R. L. Graves,
formerly
Boise, Idaho, is aiding the defense.
--
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Fast Game of Ball Promised

on Sunmediate points is anticipated, due to
day When Albuquerque Team
a recent decision of the Interstate
Comes Up for Trouncing.
Commerce Commission. The commisAt a meeting of the Salmon Grays
sion recommends a rate of $8 on merbaseball team last night, the team was chandise
and $4 on special and general
reorganized on a basis of perfect har- shipments from Denver to Phoenix.
mony and it will be a revelation to all
The TCtnrtot nacan
tha iHania
to see the new team at work. It is the
Express Company wag used by the
nneuuuu oi me luuuugeuieui iu giv; commission in its
arguments against
the baseball lovers of Santa Fe a team the
the case in
which will be strong enough to defeat which Mr. Kindel wasbeing
by
represented
any other team in the Territory in a Albert L. Vogel.
Earnings of the
series of games and when the crowd Wells-Fargare excessive,
turns out at the ball park next Sun- to the conclusion reached according
by the
day, it will have the pleasure of seeing
the new machine trounce the unfortunate Albuquerque team, who, upon
learning that the El Paso Browns "YES HE DID"
would not be able to play here on
SAfS MRS. THAW
the 17th, as stated In Monday's New
Mexican, asked for the chance to give Harry Thaw at Matteawan
Asylum
The persistency
Kerr's team a try-buThreatened to Kill His Wife
with which this team comes back at
Upon His Release.
Santa Fe is admirable, and the Salmon
White Plains, N. Y., July 15. JusGreys will send them home Sunday tice Mills today ruled that Evelyn
night as free from laurels as when Nf.sbit Thaw .could answer questions
Santa Fe's bunch left the field at Al- of the state attorneys regarding the
a'leged threat to kill her, made by
buquerque last week.
For the benefit of those admirers of Harry Thaw in Matteawan. He also
the sport, whose 'Sundays are occu- ruled she could not refuse to answer
on the grounds that it would tend to
pied with other duties, the management is considering several week day incriminate her. When asked the
Mrs. Thaw said "Yes, he
games with some of the strong Colo- question,
'
rado teams who are arranging a tour did."
of this section of the country, and if
satisfactory contracts can be drawn EXTEND OPTION
up, it is likely that Alamosa and La
NINETY DAYS
Junta will soon be seen here.
The personnel of the team is as folEducation Gives the Promotlows: Pitchers, Lopez and McCarthy, Board of
ers
of
the Hotel DeVargas
a pair who are capable of winning a
Additional Time.
vast majority of their games; catchLast night the board of education
ers, George Parsons and Joe Berardi-nell- i, t
a regular meeting and granted a
held
at
seen
been
both of whom have
work here often. At first base Gus ninety days extension of time on the
Koch will handle the put outs. At the option given the, promoters of the
on the property situkeystone, Bill Parsons together with Hotel DeVargas,
at
Lincoln
ated
and
Palace avenues.
Dan Anderson at short, will cut off atTwo
of
the
teachers
appointed at
tempts to steal that bag while Lou the last
sent
in
meeting
resignations
at
three
will
the
Anderson
sambol
and consequently two new teachers
house.
way
quarter
were appointed to fill the vacancies.
In the outfield. Pal Michael Stanton
n additional teacher was appointed
will have Jim Van Burg and either
r the fourth grade of the high school.
nt T.aM1noin
tn
t.
bV win htm
Uit
JJVJ, ..U Ul
Jivf
the three outer works guarded. This
outfield will be a hard hitting bunch GIRLS HELD UP
and their work on the bases must not
MAN FOR SODA
be forgotten, being an exceptionally
fast set.
Chicago, 111., July 15. Helen and
A large crowd is expected Sunday Bertha Darowska, 16 and 13,
inspired
to see the new machine in its maiden by a wild west show, held up Charles
game and the management promises Natel with a revolver demanding 10
a very high class game. To those cents under pain of death. Natal
who desire to see the new team at terrified gave up the dime. The girls
work, the management announces were arrested and said they wanted
practice at the ball park for today and an ice cream soda.
tomorrow at five o'clock and says that
there are seats enough to accommodate all. Come and help boost for
Santa Fe.
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, July 15. Prime paper
BURIAL
FOUND
3
bar silver 51; call money
Amal. 801-2- ;
Atchison 116;
MOUND AT PUYE 13-4N. Y. C. 132
U. P.
S.' P; 133
'A telephone message from Espanola 194
steel '71 .1-pfd. 126
New York, July 15. Copper, weak,
this forenoon, announced that a most
lead, easy, $4.32
important archaeological discovery lake, 13
v
has been made by Doctor Edgar L.
4.35; silver, 51.
Hewett, director of the School of
GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
American Archaeology in this city, a
Corn July, 71
Sept, 66.
Oats July, 48
discovery so important that his plans
Sept., 42
for establishing his exploration camp
Pork July, $20.85; Sept., $21.07
in the Rito de los Frijoles canon
Lard July,. $11.80; Sept., $11.82
next week has been abandoned and
Ribs July, $11.52
Sept., $11.50.
until August 1, all work will be put
WOOL MARKETS.
in on the Puye, where a treasure trove
St. Louis, July 15. Wool unchanghas been uncovered in the shape of ed: territory v western I mediums 23
the
but never found burial 27; fine mediums 2124; fine 12
mound. For years, Dr. Hewett has 18
k
been making extensive excavations
LIVE STOCK.
in the Puye, thirty miles northwest
Kansas City, Mo., July 15. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
of Santa Fe and while he found thou7,000, including 300 Southsands of objects of archaeological in- erns ; market
steady to strong. Native
terest, he never was able to locate the steers,
$4.507.25; 'Southern steers,
burial mound until this week, when
Southern cows, $2.75
$3.805.75;
together with Dr. Dexter, commission- 4.25; native cows
andeifers, $2.50
er of education for Porto Rico, the
and
stackers
7.25;
$3.255.25;
feeders,
mound was struck and was found to
calves,
bulls,
$3.757.50;
$2.754.75;
contain
archaeological
priceless
Western
treasures in abundance, which will Western steers, $4.256.25;
'
cows,
$3.005.00.
be placed in the Territorial Museum
Hogs
Receipts, 5,000; market 10
in the Old Palace. Dr. Dexter, has
cents
higher. Bulk of sales, $7.80
in consequence decided to remain an
8.Q5;
archheavy,
$8.008.10; packers and
two
to
In
the
weeks
other
help
butchers, $7.9O8.10; light, $7.60
aeological work in the Puye.
7.95; pigs, $6.257.50.
Sheep
Receipts, 3,000; market
SUFFRAGETTES IN
steady; Muttons, $4.005.25; lambs,
Wells-Fargoth-

o

t.
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BATHING SUITS

$7.008.60; range wethers,
5.50; range ewes, $3.254.50.

Boston, Mass., July 15. To avoid
the park rules requiring a permit to
.hold a public meeting on the park
property several hundred Boston suffragettes held a meeting in bathing
suits in the surf at Nantacket Beach
yesterday. The park police having no
bathing suits were unable to check the
eloquence rising above the roar of
the surf.

$4.00

GRAMMAR LESSONS
Given Either in
SPANISH OR GERMAN-RAYMO-

ND

HAACKE
Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLIC

IN SANTA FE
It Happened a Year Ago But It Just
Now Leaked Out In" "' "t".
Denver.
Denver, Colo., July .15. It leaked
out yesterday - that Magistrate De
Lappe has been a benedict for the
past thirteen months, but so carefully
had he and his wife guarded their
secret that no one discovered it. Mrs.
De Lappe formerly was Mrs. M. Jose-- 1
phlne Upson of Cripple Creek. The
wedding took place at Santa Fe, N.

Te VALLEY
RANCH

.

M.,

June

27, 1908.

After returning to Denver, Magistrate De Lappe continued to live with

his parents at 2976 Sherman boulevard as before, and his wife lived at
410 Thirteenth street, until a short
time ago.
De Lappe met Mrs. Upson three
years ago when she was a clerk in
the state house. He is a prominent
young attorney, having held two
terms as justice, and she Is well
known politically, having been a clerk
in the state house for several years.

i
!

Valley Jtanchr Hew Meiica
Address, J. F. Miller, Prop.

AN IDEAL PLACE FOR VACATION,

historic surroundings, delightful climate, magnificent scenery, fine fishing, hunting, horseback riding;' etc.
Good eating, - comfortable quarters.
Consumptives positively not received.
Eight miles from Glorieta, where all
Santa Fe. trains stop.

TAXIDERMIST TANNER

.

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining

furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds .
?"KL- ,43C.non
Rol CRANK -F GORMLEY
- - -mgivilMMH IB
Phon Black 19
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SANTA FE, N. M.

